






















Report of eClerx || Train the Trainer Program || 26th-27th July 2023 

This program was organized jointly by ASM Group of Institution and Eclerx Company, in this training, 

ASM CSIT also participate in this program, the objectives of this training are as followes. 

1. To enlarge Knowledge 

Training is provided especially for middle and lower level of employees. Training provides all information relating to various aspects 

of the organization; hence, they can develop required skill and ability to perform the assigned task successfully. It increases the 

level of knowledge possessed by individuals. 

2. To enlarge skillfulness 

Training provides the opportunity for employees to impart new skills systematically so that they can perform the task successfully. 

The ever-changing environmental forces require new and innovative skills and ideas to perform the task. Training helps employees 

to get acquainted with new skills and knowledge. 

3. To modify the approach of Students 

Another objective of training is to bring about change in the attitude of the Students towards co-Students, supervisors and the 

organization. Furthermore, training helps to develop healthy attitudes in them so that the good working relationship can be 

developed in the organization. 

4. To develop executive Performance 

Training imparts new skills, knowledge, and attitudes in employees so that they can perform organizational activities better than 

before. By such training, they can do the job more effectively and efficiently, thereby improving the overall performance of the 

organization. 

5. To Make Students for proficient use of assets 

When employees are trained, they get additional skills, knowledge, and techniques of handling resources. This helps them to utilize 

machines, tools, equipments and other organizational resources efficiently and effectively. 

6. To decrease accidents 

Employees can be provided with safety training measures to reduce sudden accidents. When the Students are known with the 

technique of handling new and sophisticated technologies, the chances of occurring accidents will be minimized.  

7. To offer enhanced prospect for Students 

Training is a learning process, which provides various opportunities to employees to develop the existing level of skills, knowledge, 

attitudes and behavioral relations. The improvement in job performance provides an opportunity for growth and advancement. Due 

to such training, employees get an opportunity for doing challenging work, work experience, and promotion. 

8. To enlarge efficiency and earnings 

Productivity measures an efficient relationship between input and output. The training aims to increase organizational productivity by 

increasing output with the limited input. Training increases the efficiency and effectiveness of employees which reduce the 

absenteeism, labor turnover, operating cost and wastage. This ultimately leads to high productivity thereby earning more prof it. 

 

This training session focuses on the expectations of industry from the student to develop. 

  

This training session added new foundation support to fulfill the objectives of our New Educational Policy 2020.  
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2 messages

Yash Gedam <Yash.Gedam@eclerx.com> Mon, Aug 14, 2023 at 1:43 PM
To: "neetu.ambadkar@asmedu.org" <neetu.ambadkar@asmedu.org>, "vinay.bhosale@asmedu.org" <vinay.bhosale@asmedu.org>,
"shweta.bhoir@asmedu.org" <shweta.bhoir@asmedu.org>, "vaijanteemala@asmedu.org" <vaijanteemala@asmedu.org>,
"jyotigawhane@asmedu.org" <jyotigawhane@asmedu.org>, "anjanak@asmedu.org" <anjanak@asmedu.org>,
"chandrashekhar@asmedu.com" <chandrashekhar@asmedu.com>, "shreekantmahajan@asmedu.org" <shreekantmahajan@asmedu.org>,
"vinaybhosale@asmedu.org" <vinaybhosale@asmedu.org>, "lalit.kanore@asmedu.org" <lalit.kanore@asmedu.org>,
"asha.pachpande@asmedu.org" <asha.pachpande@asmedu.org>, "chairman@asmedu.org" <chairman@asmedu.org>,
"drshrikantjagtap@yahoo.com" <drshrikantjagtap@yahoo.com>
Cc: Yogesh Sharma04 <Yogesh.Sharma04@eclerx.com>, Sharvari Deshpande <Sharvari.Deshpande@eclerx.com>, Andrea Brito
<Andrea.Brito@eclerx.com>

 

   

  

   

 Dear ASM Group of Institutes Team,

 

I trust this email finds you well. We would like to extend our heartfelt appreciation for your active participation in the "Train the Trainer"
program that took place on 26th & 27th July 2023 at our Pune office, as part of our ongoing commitment to fostering knowledge
exchange and industry-academia collaboration.

 

Your engagement and contributions throughout the two days were truly commendable. We hope that the training sessions provided
you with valuable insights into the intricacies of Financial Markets, Investment Banking Trade Life Cycle, and the numerous
opportunities that await within eClerx.

 

The program aimed to bridge the gap between academia and industry, and we firmly believe that your presence enriched the
discussions and interactions. The insightful presentations and discussions delivered by our Business and HR leaders provided an in-
depth understanding of the subject matter and the real-world application of concepts.

 

Key Highlights of the Program:

 

·         Comprehensive coverage of Financial Markets and Investment Banking Trade Life Cycle.

·         In-depth exploration of the opportunities available within eClerx for both educators and future professionals.

·         Engaging discussions and interactive sessions that facilitated knowledge sharing and collaboration.

 

 

Your commitment to continuous learning and your dedication to equipping your students with the latest industry insights are truly
inspiring. We are confident that the knowledge gained during the "Train the Trainer" program will be instrumental in enhancing the
quality of education you provide to your students.
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We encourage you to stay connected with us to remain updated on our future initiatives, programs, and collaborative opportunities.
We value your feedback and suggestions, and we invite you to share your thoughts on the training program to help us improve our
offerings.

 

We have included several event photographs for your reference. Feel free to share these across your social media platform like
LinkedIn,  Instagram etc., and ensure to tag us to amplify the visibility of this event.

 

Once again, thank you for your participation and contribution to making this program a success. We are excited about the potential
impact of this collaboration on both academia and industry, and we look forward to future opportunities to engage with you.

 

 

Stay connected with us on social media to get an insider’s view of life at eClerx and latest updates on the event. Join the conversation
#eClerx #eClerxcareers #eClerxOpportunities

 

   

 Regards,

eClerx Recruitment Team

We’re invested in YOU!

 

   

  

Stay Connected  Copyright ©2023. eClerx Services Ltd. | Internal Confidential 
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Shreekant Mahajan <shreekantmahajan@asmedu.org> Mon, Aug 14, 2023 at 3:29 PM
To: Yash Gedam <Yash.Gedam@eclerx.com>

https://forms.gle/q6kV1rqv8s43cjc96
 
Kindly give feedback ( For NAAC)
[Quoted text hidden]
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vinay bhosale <vinaybhosale@asmedu.org> Tue, Jul 25, 2023 at 12:13 PM
To: Neetu Ambadkar <neetu.ambadkar@asmedu.org>, Shweta Bhoir <shweta.bhoir@asmedu.org>, "Ms. Vaijanteemala
Kendre" <vaijanteemala@asmedu.org>, chandrashekhar@asmedu.com, Shreekant Mahajan
<shreekantmahajan@asmedu.org>, Jyoti Gawhane <jyotigawhane@asmedu.org>, "Dr.Anjana k"
<anjanak@asmedu.org>
Cc: Yash Gedam <Yash.Gedam@eclerx.com>

Dear All,
Good Afternoon!

With reference to below trailing mail, please share your vehicle number with Mr. Yash from Eclerx at
'Yash.Gedam@eclerx.com' at the earliest.

Kindly do the needful urgently. 

Thanks and Regards,
Vinay Bhosale

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Yash Gedam <Yash.Gedam@eclerx.com>
Date: Mon, Jul 24, 2023 at 4:37 PM
Subject: Vehicle Number | 26tj and 27th July 2023
To:

Hi ,

 

Requesting you to kindly help us with the Vehicle number of the faculties arriving at our campus on 26th & 27th July
2023, since it would be useful for their smooth entry in our office headquarters.

 

 

Regards,

Yash Gedam

Associate Process Manager

Recruitment Team

Email: Yash.Gedam@eclerx.com

8888515099
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your system.
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--
Thanks and regards,
Vinay Bhosale | HR/Training and Placement Officer
Contact No:  020 2747 5090 Ext. 114
https://www.linkedin.com/in/vinaybhosale/

www.asmibmr.edu.in

Shreekant Mahajan <shreekantmahajan@asmedu.org> Tue, Jul 25, 2023 at 2:21 PM
To: chandrashekhar@asmedu.org

[Quoted text hidden]

Shreekant Mahajan <shreekantmahajan@asmedu.org> Tue, Jul 25, 2023 at 2:34 PM
Draft To: chandrashekhar sonawane <chandrashekhar@asmedu.org>

[Quoted text hidden]

Shreekant Mahajan <shreekantmahajan@asmedu.org> Tue, Jul 25, 2023 at 2:47 PM
To: vinay bhosale <vinaybhosale@asmedu.org>

MH 20
EW 0699 Sonawane Sir. 
&
MH 14 
DL 5462 Mahajan Sir. 
[Quoted text hidden]
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2 messages

vinay bhosale <vinaybhosale@asmedu.org> Tue, Jul 25, 2023 at 11:20 AM
To: Yash Gedam <Yash.Gedam@eclerx.com>
Cc: Asha Pachpande <asha.pachpande@asmedu.org>, Sandeep Pachpande <chairman@asmedu.org>, Neetu Ambadkar
<neetu.ambadkar@asmedu.org>, Shweta Bhoir <shweta.bhoir@asmedu.org>, "Ms. Vaijanteemala Kendre"
<vaijanteemala@asmedu.org>, chandrashekhar@asmedu.com, Shreekant Mahajan <shreekantmahajan@asmedu.org>, Jyoti
Gawhane <jyotigawhane@asmedu.org>, "Dr.Anjana k" <anjanak@asmedu.org>, suja thomas <sujathomas@asmedu.org>

Dear Yash,
Good Morning!

As per your request, sharing the details of the faculties who would be attending the Training session on 26th and 27th July
2023.

IBMR / PGDM:

Faculty Name Contact Email Designation

 Prof. Shweta Bhoir 7030607217  shweta.bhoir@asmedu.org  Assistant Professor

Prof. Vaijanteemala Kendre  8698236108 vaijanteemala@asmedu.org  Assistant Professor

IBMR / MBA:

Faculty Name Contact Email Designation

Prof. Neetu Ambadkar 9767264492  neetu.ambadkar@asmedu.org  Assistant Professor

IPS:

Faculty Name Contact Email Designation

 Dr.Chandrashekhar Damodhar Sonawane 9423154466  chandrashekhar@asmedu.com  Assistant Professor

 Prof. Shreekant Ashok Mahajan  7020045465  shreekantmahajan@asmedu.org  Assistant Professor

CSIT:

Faculty Name Contact Email Designation

 Prof. Jyoti Gawhane  9011018127  jyotigawhane@asmedu.org  Assistant Professor

 Dr. Anjana K  7025615967  anjanak@asmedu.org  Assistant Professor

mailto:shweta.bhoir@asmedu.org
mailto:vaijanteemala@asmedu.org
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IBMR / Training and Placement:

Faculty Name Contact Email Designation

Vinay Bhosale 9545912955  vinay.bhosale@asmedu.org Training and Placement Officer

--
Thanks and regards,
Vinay Bhosale | HR/Training and Placement Officer
Contact No:  020 2747 5090 Ext. 114
https://www.linkedin.com/in/vinaybhosale/

www.asmibmr.edu.in

Shreekant Mahajan <shreekantmahajan@asmedu.org> Tue, Jul 25, 2023 at 2:18 PM
To: chandrashekhar@asmedu.org

[Quoted text hidden]
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